Introduction {#tca13439-sec-0005}
============

Thymic epithelial tumors (TETs), which arise from the epithelial cells of the thymus, represent the most common neoplasms in the anterior mediastinum, but are among the rarest of all cancers.[1](#tca13439-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} According to the 2015 World Health Organization (WHO) classification, TETs are divided into thymoma (A, A/B, B1, B2, B3 subtypes) and thymic carcinoma (TC) (C subtypes) based on the tumor cell morphology, degree of atypia, and extent of the thymocyte component.[2](#tca13439-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} It has been reported that five‐year median survival is about 66% in TC and reaches up to 90% in thymoma.[3](#tca13439-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Surgical resection is considered the cornerstone curative treatment. However, local recurrence or distant metastasis may occur in some patients even after complete resection which render major obstacles to long‐term survival in TETs.[4](#tca13439-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Although various systemic treatment options exist for patients with locally advanced or metastatic disease, none are curative.

The prognosis of patients with TETs is largely determined by the histological type, which is complex. This complexity has led to the present lack of uniform measurement standards. Use of the WHO classification and Masaoka staging system at diagnosis were reported by Marx *et al*. to be the main prognostic factors for recurrence and patient survival.[5](#tca13439-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} In general, most type A and AB thymomas have low malignant potential, whereas types B1, B2, and B3 thymomas are more aggressive, with B3 thymoma having the greatest tendency for intrathoracic spread. On the contrary, TC is a highly aggressive tumor with frequent lymphatic and hematogenous metastasis.[6](#tca13439-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} However, its prognostic significance in guiding further treatment is controversial.[7](#tca13439-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Hence, identifying reliable and accurate predictive markers to screen out which subset of patients with TETs is vulnerable to develop recurrence is urgently needed.

As previous genome studies have revealed, more than 90% of the human genome is actively transcribed into non‐coding RNA (ncRNAs).[8](#tca13439-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Conventionally, this ncRNA family is loosely classified into two groups based on molecular size: small ncRNA (eg, microRNA; less than 200 nt in length) and long non‐coding RNA (lncRNA; more than 200 nt in length).[9](#tca13439-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Unlike protein‐coding RNAs, the expression patterns of the lncRNAs are more specific. A large number of studies have reported the diverse biological functions of lncRNAs, such as tumorigenesis, tumor progression, as well as metastasis.[10](#tca13439-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}

LncRNA are potential new cancer biomarkers, and represent a large number of potential molecular drivers in human cancer disease.[11](#tca13439-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Over the past few years, a classifier comprising multiple lncRNAs has been reported in several studies to be able to evaluate the prognostic factors in various cancers, including gastric cancer, cervical carcinoma, head and neck cancer, and laryngeal squamous cell carcinoma.[12](#tca13439-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#tca13439-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#tca13439-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#tca13439-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} However, a lncRNA classifier that can predict the recurrence‐free survival (RFS) outcome of TETs has not as yet been determined.

In the current study, by mining the expression data of lncRNAs in The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), we identified lncRNAs that were significantly related to recurrence outcome, and then developed a multiple lncRNAs classifier. We assessed the predictive ability and clinical application of the lncRNAs classifier, and compared it with the WHO classification. In addition, we evaluated the prediction effect of the lncRNAs classifier in clinical subgroups (thymoma and TC).

Methods {#tca13439-sec-0006}
=======

Collection of publicly available data from TCGA {#tca13439-sec-0007}
-----------------------------------------------

TETs RNA sequencing (RNA‐seq) dataset and relevant clinical information including age, sex, height, weight, race, sample initial weight, tumor site, mutation count, WHO histological types, Masaoka staging, and RFS time were downloaded from the publicly available TCGA database (<https://gdc.cancer.gov/>). A total of 114 patients with complete follow‐up data were extracted, which had been recorded before 20 December 2019. The clinical endpoint was RFS, defined as the time from final surgical excision to recurrence. Patients not having a recurrence or those patients who died without recurrence were censored at the time of last follow‐up. All the data was obtained from TCGA, and informed consent was obtained from the patients before our study commenced.

Given that the expression level of lncRNAs is relatively low compared with non‐coding RNA, it is likely that some lncRNAs have not been analyzed during the sequencing procedure of lncRNAs. Considering this possibility, we defined lncRNAs as being expressed abundantly when their expression level was above 0 and occurred more than 50% in the total samples. The final expression level of lncRNAs was represented as log~2~(x + 1) of the original expression level.

Construction and confirmation of a lncRNAs signature {#tca13439-sec-0008}
----------------------------------------------------

First, moderated t‐statistics method and Benjamini‐Hochberg procedure were used to identify distinct differential lncRNAs between normal tissues and TETs tissues, with *P* \< 0.05 and the false discovery rate (FDR) \<0.05 for filtration. Next, univariate Cox regression analysis was used to select RFS‐related lncRNAs that were statistically significant (*P* \< 0.01). After primary filtering, a least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) analysis was established to select candidate lncRNAs with penalty parameters tuning adjusted by 10 times cross validation.[16](#tca13439-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} After layers of screening, the eligible lncRNAs were constructed as a classifier. The risk score formula was generated by integrating the RFS‐related lncRNA, weighted by their respective LASSO regression coefficients. According to this formula, each patient\'s risk score was calculated, and patients were divided into high or low risk groups on the basis of the optimal cutoff point, which was adopted in the maximum sensitivity and specificity by using a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (time‐independent). The survival differences between high and low risk groups were further compared by Kaplan‐Meier analysis with a log‐rank test. Stratified analysis based on clinical characteristics (thymoma vs. TC, Masaoka stages I--II vs. Masaoka stages III--IV) was conducted to evaluate the discrimination ability of the lncRNAs classifier.

Function prediction of the prognostic lncRNAs {#tca13439-sec-0009}
---------------------------------------------

In TCGA dataset, according to their expression level, Pearson correlation algorithm is performed between the identified lncRNAs and the protein‐coding genes (mRNAs). The correlation coefficient \> 0.4, *P* \< 0.001 are considered significant correlation. The potential biological processes of the lncRNAs target genes were investigated by using Gene ontology (GO) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG). Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) is a common bioinformatics tool (<http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/>, version 6.8),[17](#tca13439-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} which is used to explore the biological functions of the selected lncRNAs. *P*‐values corrected with a false discovery rate (FDR) \<0.05 for GO analysis and KEGG pathways are considered remarkably enriched functional annotations.

Prognostic value and clinical usefulness of lncRNAs classifier {#tca13439-sec-0010}
--------------------------------------------------------------

We used univariate and multivariate Cox regression analysis to identify clinical risk parameters associated with RFS. Furthermore, we used ROC analysis to investigate and compare the discrimination ability of the lncRNAs classifier with WHO classification and Masaoka staging. Finally, decision curve analysis (DCA) was used to evaluate the clinical usefulness and net benefit of the lncRNAs classifier, and compared with WHO classification and Masaoka staging.[18](#tca13439-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}

Statistical analysis {#tca13439-sec-0011}
--------------------

Categorical variables are provided as proportions (%). Continuous variables are described as medians (interquartile ranges \[IQRs\]) if the distribution was non‐normal, and as means (standard deviations \[SDs\]) if the distribution was normal. After classifying the patients with cancer recurrence, we calculated the best cutoff values of number of mutation count, which was a point when the Youden index (sensitivity +specificity‐1) reached the maximum value through receiver operating curve (ROC) analysis.

If there were missed values in some of the potential predictors, these missing data would be imputed, as a complete case analysis would improve the statistical power and reduce the potentially biased results.[19](#tca13439-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Multiple imputation (MI) was used to interpolate the missing data as the missing data were considered missing at random after analyzing patterns of them.[20](#tca13439-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} We used Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) function to perform MI, and selected five iterations to account for possible simulation errors.

The area under curve (AUC) of ROC analysis is between 0.5 and 1. The prediction ability is low when value of AUC is 0.5--0.6, moderate when AUC is 0.6--0.7, and high when AUC is above 0.7.

LASSO algorithm was conducted with "glmnet" packages, and ROC analysis was done with "timeROC" and "survivalROC" packages. DCA was performed with the "stdca.R\".

SPSS statistics 22.0 and R software (R version 3.5.2) were used to conduct the statistical analysis. A two‐sided *P \<* 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

Results {#tca13439-sec-0012}
=======

Demographic parameters and OS outcome of TETs patients {#tca13439-sec-0013}
------------------------------------------------------

In the current study, 114 TETs patients with available lncRNAs data and clinicopathological characteristics were included. The basic clinicopathological features of these TETs patients are summarized in Table [1](#tca13439-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. The median follow‐up time was 37.68 months (from 0.46 to 149.87 months). Of all the 114 TETs patients, 19 patients (16.7%) developed recurrence during follow‐up. The estimated three‐year and five‐year RFS rates were 85.5% (78.3%--92.8%) and 81.4% (72.4%--90.4%), respectively.

###### 

Characteristics of study population with number of missing values (*n* = 114)

  Variable                      Category   No. (%) or median (IQR)   Missing values (%)
  --------------------------- ------------ ------------------------- --------------------
  Age (years)                              58.5 (17--84)             0 (0)
  Sex                            Female    55 (48.2)                 0 (0)
  Male                         59 (51.8)                             
  Height (cm)                              166 (139--194)            21 (18.4)
  Weight (g)                               77 (44--155)              19 (16.7)
  Race                           White     95 (83.3)                 2 (1.8)
  Black or African American     6 (5.3)                              
  Asian                         11 (9.6)                             
  Sample initial weight (g)                20 (125--1170)            0 (0)
  Tumor site                     Thymus    87 (76.3)                 0 (0)
  Anterior mediastinum         27 (23.7)                             
  WHO histological types       A--B3 type  104 (91.2)                0 (0)
  C type                        10 (8.8)   0 (0)                     
  Masaoka staging                I--II     91                        
  III--IV                          23      0 (0)                     
  Mutation count                           9 (1--644)                1 (0.9)

IQR, interquartile range.

Construction and confirmation of a lncRNAs signature {#tca13439-sec-0014}
----------------------------------------------------

Based on the primary filter criteria mentioned in the methods section, we obtained a list of 63 different lncRNAs ([Supplementary Material 1](#tca13439-supitem-0004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Then, using univariate Cox regression analysis, we identified 15 prognostic related lncRNAs ([Supplementary Material 2](#tca13439-supitem-0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, LASSO algorithm was used to shrink and pick out the RFS‐related lncRNAs (Fig [1](#tca13439-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}), which were ADAMTS9‐AS1, HSD52, LINC00968 and LINC01697, to build a lncRNAs‐based classifier.

![Four lncRNAs selected by LASSO Cox regression analysis. (**a**) The two dotted vertical lines are drawn at the optimal values by minimum criteria (left) and 1 ‐ s.e. criteria (right). Details are provided in Methods. (**b**) LASSO coefficient profiles of the 15 lncRNAs. A vertical line is drawn at the optimal value by minimum criteria and results in four nonzero coefficients. Four lncRNAs---ADAMTS9‐AS1, HSD52, LINC00968 and LINC01697---with coefficients 0.0028, 0.1311, 0.0115, 0.0044, respectively, were selected in the LASSO Cox regression model.](TCA-11-1773-g001){#tca13439-fig-0001}

In order to better investigate the value of the lncRNAs classifier in predicting RFS, a risk score was established, with the coefficients weighted by a LASSO Cox regression model. The risk score was generated as follows: risk score = (0.0028 expression level of ADAMTS9‐AS1) + (0.1311 expression level of HSD52) + (0.0115 expression level of LINC00968) + (0.0044 expression level of LINC01697). Using ROC curve to generate the optimal cutoff value for the risk score, patients were divided into high and low risk groups. As shown in Fig [2](#tca13439-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, patients with a high risk score were more likely to die and had shorter RFS time than patients with a low risk score (18.2 vs. 115.1 months, HR = 6.3, 95% CI: 2.6--15.6, *P* = 0.005). The lncRNAs classifier had a superior prediction effect, with an AUC of 0.796 (three years RFS) and an AUC of 0.788 (five years RFS) (Fig [2](#tca13439-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}c). Additionally, when stratification analysis was performed according to WHO classification (thymoma vs. TC) and Masaoka stages (I--II vs. III--IV), the lncRNAs classifier seemed to remain a clinically and statistically significant prognostic model (Fig [3](#tca13439-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}).

![Development of lncRNAs signature for prediction of survival in TETs patients. (**a** and **b**) Distribution of lncRNAs‐based classifier risk score (![](TCA-11-1773-g007.jpg "image")) Live (![](TCA-11-1773-g008.jpg "image")) Dead. (**c**) Time‐independent ROC curves with AUC values to evaluate predictive efficacy of lncRNA signature risk score (![](TCA-11-1773-g009.jpg "image")) AUC of 3 years of RFS:0.796 (![](TCA-11-1773-g010.jpg "image")) AUC of 5 years of RFS:0.788. (**d**) Kaplan‐Meier estimates of patients\' survival status and time using the optimal lncRNA signature risk score cutoff which divided patients into low and high risk groups. (![](TCA-11-1773-g011.jpg "image")) High risk (![](TCA-11-1773-g012.jpg "image")) low risk.](TCA-11-1773-g002){#tca13439-fig-0002}

![Kaplan‐Meier survival analysis according to the lncRNAs classifier stratified by WHO classification and Masaoka stages. (**a**) Thymoma, (![](TCA-11-1773-g013.jpg "image")) High risk (![](TCA-11-1773-g014.jpg "image")) low risk (**b**) TC; (![](TCA-11-1773-g015.jpg "image")) High risk (![](TCA-11-1773-g016.jpg "image")) low risk (**c**) I--II, (![](TCA-11-1773-g017.jpg "image")) High risk (![](TCA-11-1773-g018.jpg "image")) low risk and (**d**) III--IV (![](TCA-11-1773-g019.jpg "image")) High risk (![](TCA-11-1773-g020.jpg "image")) low risk. *P*‐values were calculated using the log‐rank test.\* *P* \< 0.05, \*\* *P* \< 0.01, \*\*\* *P* \< 0.001.](TCA-11-1773-g003){#tca13439-fig-0003}

Functional enrichment analysis of lncRNAs {#tca13439-sec-0015}
-----------------------------------------

To investigate the potential function of the four lncRNAs, a total of 519 protein‐coding genes (mRNAs) were significantly correlated with at least one of the four lncRNAs (Pearson coefficient \> 0.4, *P* \< 0.001), which were considered eligible for pathway enrichment ([Supplementary Material 3](#tca13439-supitem-0006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The four lncRNAs were mainly related to extracellular matrix structural constituent, glycosaminoglycan binding, growth factor binding and so on (Fig [4](#tca13439-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}a). The KEGG pathway analysis revealed that the four lncRNAs related target genes (519 protein coding genes) were mainly enriched in spliceosome, cell cycle, DNA replication and so on (Fig [4](#tca13439-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}b).

![Functional annotation of the prognostic lncRNAs. (**a**) Significantly enriched using the co‐expressed mRNAs of the lncRNAs in GO analysis and (**b**) KEGG pathway analysis.](TCA-11-1773-g004){#tca13439-fig-0004}

Prognostic value and clinical usefulness of lncRNAs classifier {#tca13439-sec-0016}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Using univariate Cox analysis, we identified that the Masaoka staging and the lncRNAs classifier were associated with RFS (Table [2](#tca13439-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). Multivariate Cox analysis continued to verify that the lncRNAs classifier was an independent risk factor for RFS, regardless of other clinicopathologic variables. In addition, time‐independent ROC analysis uncovered WHO classification had a low prediction value, with an AUC of 0.567 (three years RFS) and an AUC of 0.533 (five years RFS) (Fig [S1](#tca13439-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Time‐independent ROC analysis revealed that Masaoka stages had a moderate prediction effect, with an AUC of 0.629 (three years RFS) and an AUC of 0.665 (five years RFS) (Fig [S1](#tca13439-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). Further, to evaluate the discrimination ability of the lncRNAs classifier, we compared the lncRNAs classifier with WHO classification and Masaoka staging. ROC analysis indicated that the lncRNAs classifier (AUC of three‐year 0.796, and AUC of five‐year 0.788) was better than WHO classification (AUC of three‐year 0.567, and AUC of five‐year 0.533) (Fig [S2](#tca13439-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and Masaoka stages (AUC of three‐year 0.629, and AUC of five‐year 0.665) in predicting RFS (Fig [5](#tca13439-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, DCA was used to compare the clinical usability of the lncRNAs classifier to that of traditional WHO classification and Masaoka staging. Based on a continuum of potential thresholds for death (x‐axis) and the net benefit of using the lncRNAs classifier to risk‐stratify patients (y‐axis) relative to assuming all patients will recur, DCA graphically revealed that the lncRNAs classifier was superior to the traditional WHO classification (Fig [S3](#tca13439-supitem-0003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and Masaoka staging (Fig [6](#tca13439-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}).

###### 

Univariate and multivariate Cox regression analysis for prediction of RFS

                                                   Univariate analysis   Multivariate analysis                       
  --------------------------- -------------------- --------------------- ----------------------- ------------------- ---------
  Age                                              0.99 (0.96--1.03)     0.692                           NA             NA
  Sex                         Female               1                                                                 
  Male                        0.60 (0.24--1.50)    0.276                 NA                              NA          
  Height                                           0.99 (0.95--1.04)     0.750                           NA             NA
  Weight                                           1.00 (0.97--1.02)     0.704                           NA             NA
  Race                        White                1                                                                 
  Black or African American   2.64 (0.60--11.67)   0.200                 NA                              NA          
  Asian                       0.33 (0.04--2.50)    0.281                 NA                              NA          
  Sample initial weight                            1.00 (0.99--1.00)     0.320                           NA             NA
  Tumor site                  Thymus               1                                                                 
  Anterior mediastinum        1.73 (0.65--4.56)    0.271                 NA                              NA          
  WHO histological types      A--B3 type           1                                                                 
  C type                      2.15 (0.62--7.47)    0.230                 NA                              NA          
  Masaoka staging             I--II                1                                                                 
  III--IV                     1.42 (1.12--2.04)    0.03\*                1.21 (0.92--1.78)              0.10         
  Mutation count              \<9                  1                                                                 
  ≥9                          0.58 (0.22--1.52)    0.265                 NA                              NA          
  LncRNA classifier                                1.17 (1.08--1.28)     \<0.001\*                1.17 (1.04--1.31)   0.008\*

NA, not available. These variables were eliminated in the multivariate Cox regression model, so the HR and *P*‐values were not available.*\*P* \< 0.05.

CI, confidence intervals; HR, hazard ratio; RFS, recurrence‐free survival.

![ROC curves compare the prognostic accuracy of the lncRNAs classifier with Masaoka staging in predicting (**a**) three‐year RFS probability (![](TCA-11-1773-g021.jpg "image")) LncRNA.classifier: 0.788 (![](TCA-11-1773-g022.jpg "image")) Masaoka.staging: 0.665 and (**b**) five‐year RFS probability. (![](TCA-11-1773-g023.jpg "image")) LncRNA.classifier: 0.788 (![](TCA-11-1773-g024.jpg "image")) Masaoka.staging: 0.665.](TCA-11-1773-g005){#tca13439-fig-0005}

![Decision curve analysis for the lncRNAs classifier and Masaoka staging in prediction of (**a**) three‐year RFS probability (![](TCA-11-1773-g025.jpg "image")) None (![](TCA-11-1773-g026.jpg "image")) All (![](TCA-11-1773-g027.jpg "image")) LncRNA.classifier (![](TCA-11-1773-g028.jpg "image")) Masaoka.staging and (**b**) five‐year RFS probability (![](TCA-11-1773-g029.jpg "image")) None (![](TCA-11-1773-g030.jpg "image")) All (![](TCA-11-1773-g031.jpg "image")) LncRNA.classifier (![](TCA-11-1773-g032.jpg "image")) Masaoka.staging.](TCA-11-1773-g006){#tca13439-fig-0006}

Discussion {#tca13439-sec-0017}
==========

Analyzing TETs RNA sequencing (RNA‐seq) data set and the relevant clinical parameters of 114 TETs patients from TCGA, we identified four lncRNAs related to RFS. On the basis of these lncRNAs, we developed a lncRNAs classifier which could accurately categorize patients into high and low risk status. Additionally, the lncRNAs classifier effectively predicted recurrence probability, with a three‐year AUC of 0.796 and five‐year AUC of 0.788, which possessed better predictive ability and clinical usability than Masaoka staging.

TETs is a heterogeneous group, comprising different subsets with distinct outcomes. This heterogeneity may be ascribed to differences in the biologic behaviors of tumors. Traditional prognostic factors are not helpful in predicting which patients with TETs will develop recurrence. Molecular investigation of TETs could provide information for predicting recurrence and for triaging the patients who may require and benefit from adjuvant therapy. Hence, in the current study, using TCGA database containing large‐scale lncRNAs expression data, we aimed to identify RFS‐related lncRNAs and establish a lncRNAs classifier, which may be more valuable for TETs patients to optimize tailored treatment in the era of precision medicine.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to construct a lncRNAs classifier consisting of ADAMTS9‐AS1, HSD52, LINC00968 and LINC01697, for predicting recurrence probability in patients with TETs. It could effectively classify patients into a high risk group with shorter RFS and low risk group with longer RFS. Functional analysis suggested that lncRNAs target genes both participated in various biological processes and pathways in patients with TETs. Using stratified analysis, the lncRNA classifier appears to show a perfect discrimination ability in either the thymoma subgroup or TC subgroup, or Masaoka stages I--II subgroup or Masaoka stages III--IV subgroup. Additionally, we affirmed that the lncRNA classifier was an independent predictor, regardless of other clinicopathologic factors. In this study, in terms of the discrimination ability of the model, the performance of the lncRNA classifier in predicting recurrence ability was superior to the WHO classification and Masaoka stages. Remarkably, DCA results showed that TETs recurrence‐related treatment decision based on the nomogram led to more net benefit than treatment decisions based on the WHO classification or Masaoka stages, or treating either all patients or none. Taken together, the present lncRNA classifier would be clinically useful for clinicians in tailoring recurrence‐associated treatment decisions.

We identified four RFS‐related lncRNAs that were significantly different among the TETs patients. Among lncRNAs, ADAMTS9‐AS1, LINC00968 and LINC01697 have been previously reported to be associated with cancers, such as bladder cancer, esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC), breast cancer, ovarian cancer and non‐small cell lung cancer (NSCLC).[21](#tca13439-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#tca13439-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#tca13439-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#tca13439-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#tca13439-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} Wang *et al*.[21](#tca13439-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} investigated the regulatory network of lncRNAs as competing endogenous RNAs (ceRNA) in bladder urothelial carcinoma (BUC) based on gene expression data derived from TCGA, which confirmed ADAMTS9‐AS1 was a potential prognostic biomarker for BUC patients and was validated using gene expression profiling interactive analysis (GEPIA). Additionally, by using the differential co‐expression method, Li *et al*.[22](#tca13439-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} identified two novel lncRNAs, and reported that ADAMTS9‐AS1 may serve as a prognostic biomarker for clinical applications of ESCC. They also explored the mechanism of abnormal regulation of lncRNAs and determined that most of the differentially regulated links were modulated by 37 transcription factors. Sun *et al*.[23](#tca13439-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} found that overexpression of LINC00968 inhibited breast cancer cell proliferation, migration and tube formation abilities in vitro as well as tumor growth in vivo through inhibition of hsa‐miR‐423‐5p, which speculates LINC00968 inhibits the progression of breast cancer through impeding hsa‐miR‐423‐5p‐mediated PROX1 inhibition. LINC00968 may be a potential therapeutic target for breast cancer therapy. Yao *et al*.[24](#tca13439-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} revealed that LINC00968 expression is markedly upregulated in ovarian cancer. Meanwhile, it arrests the cell cycle in the G1 phase by inhibiting the ERK and AKT pathways, thus accelerating ovarian cancer progression. By analyzing transcriptional profiling of LncRNAs, Liu *et al*.[25](#tca13439-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} uncovered that LINC01697 with accurate diagnosis value for NSCLC, was significantly correlated with NSCLC stage and survival time, and may be potential anti‐NSCLC targets for drug development. Hence, further characterization of molecules such as ADAMTS9‐AS1, HSD52, LINC00968 and LINC01697 will provide new perspective for the development and progress of TETs, and assist in finding potential therapeutic targets for TETs patients.

In our study, we found WHO histological types was not a significant association with recurrence among patients with TETs, which is in agreement with previous trials.[26](#tca13439-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#tca13439-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} Nevertheless, several published trials reported that WHO histological types were an independent risk factor for TETs patients in predicting RFS.[28](#tca13439-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#tca13439-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} Masaoka stage was significantly associated with recurrence among patients with TETs in univariate cox analysis, whereas not in multivariate cox analysis. One possible explanation is that a small sample size of TC or Masaoka stages III--IV (advanced stage), including 10 or 23 patients, respectively, is not enough to produce an effect size that is statistically significant. Additionally, several reports have revealed that age is linked with recurrence,[27](#tca13439-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#tca13439-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} whereas the effect of age on the prognosis of RFS was not statistically significant. In the future, several large multicenter prospective cohorts with sufficient TC or advanced stage patients are needed to investigate the efficacy of these clinical variables. In addition to these clinical factors, as expected, the lncRNAs classifier was an effective independent prognostic factor for the prediction of patients with TETs.

Although the lncRNA classifier demonstrated impressive performance in TETs recurrence prediction, there are specific limitations associated with our trial. First, the presented lncRNA classifier based only on TCGA database with limited sample sizes for TETs, is not yet suitable for general use prior to validation of the predictive models with external datasets. Therefore, external and multicenter prospective cohorts with large sample sizes (sufficient TC or advanced stage patients) are still needed to validate the clinical application of our classifier.

Second, our choice of factors was limited to those available in our database. On account of the anonymous database, we could not extend our database with variables such as frequently reported completeness of surgical resection and elevated CRP, which have been previously reported to influence recurrence rates and prognosis in patients with TETs.[29](#tca13439-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#tca13439-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} Further efforts to incorporate more patient‐specific, tumor‐specific and molecular factors into multivariate Cox analysis will potentially investigate whether the lncRNA classifier was still an independent risk factor or not.

Third, based on TETs RNA sequencing (RNA‐seq) dataset in TCGA, we built a lncRNAs classifier which specifically predicted the recurrence of TETs. Whether the lncRNAs classifier still has prognostic value for other types of cancer should be clarified in future research.

Fourth, we did not explore the underlying biological function and pathways of the prognostic lncRNAs by vitro experiment, so further studies are needed to uncover the related mechanisms.

In conclusion, we built a lncRNAs classifier, based on TCGA database, for predicting recurrence probability in patients with TETs. The lncRNAs classifier is significantly better than Masaoka staging alone in terms of the predictive value and clinical usability. Importantly, our lncRNAs classifier appeared to present good discrimination ability in the thymoma and TC subgroups, as well as Masaoka stages I--II and Masaoka stages III--IV subgroups.

Disclosure {#tca13439-sec-0018}
==========
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**Figure S1** (A) Time‐independent ROC curves with AUC values to evaluate predictive efficacy of WHO classification risk score. (B) Time‐independent ROC curves with AUC values to evaluate predictive efficacy of Masaoka staging risk score.
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Figure S2** ROC curves compare the prognostic accuracy of the lncRNAs classifier with WHO classification in predicting three‐year RFS probability (A) and five‐year RFS probability.
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Figure S3** Decision curve analysis for the lncRNAs classifier and WHO classification in predicting three‐year RFS probability (A) and five‐year RFS probability.
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Supplementary Material 1** Based on the primary filter criteria mentioned in the Methods section, we obtained a list of 63 different lncRNAs.
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Supplementary Material 2** Using univariate Cox regression analysis, we identified 15 RFS‐related lncRNAs.
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Supplementary Material 3** Using the Pearson correlation algorithm, a total of 519 protein‐coding genes (mRNAs) were significantly correlated with RFS‐related lncRNAs.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
